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The performance of an automotive structural component, in most cases, is not limited
by a single property but by a combination of multiple properties. The weight of a sheet
material is determined by the density and thickness of it. And the thickness of an
automotive sheet material is decided by a set of requirements to meet design-strength
and -stiffness of a component. Thus, construction of a light automotive component
requires a light material which can carry design loads without failing and/or elastically
deflecting too much–—that is to say, weight reduction performance of the component is
limited by a combination of three properties: density, strength and stiffness.
Recent studies on low-density steels have proven the effectiveness of aluminum alloying
in increasing the specific strength (strength-to-weight ratio) by reducing density.
However, with increasing aluminum content to decrease the density in high aluminum
low-density steels (HALDS), elastic modulus mostly decreases. This makes it difficult to
enjoy the benefit of increased specific strength because the lightweighting potential by
use of “stronger-and-thinner gauge” diminishes with the reduction of stiffness. In order
to overcome this critical drawback of modulus reduction in HALDS, recently, the concept
of ceramic reinforced high modulus steel matrix composites has attracted extensive
research attention owing to their possibility of blending the beneficial property profiles
of steel matrix with stiff and light ceramics.
In the lecture, lightweighting potential of various structural materials will be compared
in order to assess their competitiveness as future automotive materials. Also, the
concept of high modulus steels will be introduced. Then, a novel approach to increase
the stiffness of metallic alloys will be proposed.

